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. The parNnts of handicapped adolescents have specific
problems and needs given that their children as they grow older-
dollot necessarily gain independence, and leave home. This
paper outlines some of the contours of the family-situation of
parents-caught between the necessity of_continuing care-of their,

.child _and the desire to encourage.as thtich,autopomy as possible. / .

Given ,that."the main%role of parents-of.Aandicapped adolescents, .-
is.furidamentally the same, as that of parents of any other -, ..

adolescent - to provide' a loving And secure home, antto prepare:..
them: to live in4ependently ill the community 'vv, the authors ask

the question of what ,facilities can' enable parents to carry'oui

role. . "ar 1
.

----,__
e

Before outlining the specific-needs of parents, the

authors point aut,tlie impOrtance of .basic attitudes andthp
danger' of Some "negative parental attitudes" in the- face of

change in the child. The recommendations made are first of all

based on the service needs of parents:: the need for information,
*pr residential and support services and for financial help.

The partnerShip between Iiarents.and professionals from'the
beginning is seen as -the hallmark of a good service for handi-

capped children. Different modes of collaboration are
and the various obstacles and ways of, overcoming them 'are

pointed out.

The.final chapter concerns itself with the needs and

rights of handicapped adolescents. Basing their arguments on
the United Nations Declaration of RidAts of Disabled Persons
(1975) the authors state that: (1) handi.caPlYed:,,adDledtents

have the same civil and political rights as other..hUman beings;
(2) the right. to help to become as self -reliant,as possible;

(3) the right to proper Medical car.: arid treatment; (4) to
education, training and rehabilitation and guidance; 45) a
decent level of living,. including the right, accOrdifig to
individual abilities to secure and retain emplOyment; (p) a
normal living environment within a family where possible, includ-
ing participation in all socialcrAtive'or recreational acti7
vities; (7) protection from exploitation, discrimination,, 1

abuse or degrading treatment. - .

V 4
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4 ROLES AND ADS OF PARENTS OF HANDICAPPED ADOLESCENTS°

I. Introduction

1. Three main phases can'be detected in the relat'ionshipof
professionals and Derente of handicapped children. :For many
years parents received little or no- help from profesSionals and
were largely left, unsupported.' Such advice a4 they received
tended tilt be negativq and rarely included practical suggesti'o

on what theycould,4o to .help:thei child- at home. Indeed,
parents were at one time frequently advised to place the child

in residential care. The second phase, beginning towards the

'end of:the 1960s, took'the fbrm of training parents to use some.
(*' the techniques previously restricted to prOfesSionals and
regarding them as "co-therapists". 'Many parents were'quick to

learn these techniques and put them'to good use with their
children; research workers began to - investigate 'the most effec-
tiye methods of training parents and enlisting their help in
carrying out programmes devised by professionals'(Olpell, 1974;
Cunningham, 1975). -But although parents and childrdn may have

benefited from such programmes, professionals have largely .;-

worked on the assumption that they know best what the child
should learn and therefore what the parents should do at home.'

It-is not surprising. that some parents have felt that such a one-
way tpproach did not. meet.their needs and resented the implicit
assumption. that professionals knewiWhatwas best for their
child. -Furthermore, parents have-not always been able to meet

the demands of the programmes being devised by'professionals;
it has been suggested that "some professionals have been- so

busy teachingparents tobe teachers that there may not be
enough time leftfor parents to be parents" (Mittier, 1979).
Such a "transplant'; model is likely to beiejected (Jeffree,
1980). .

t° le now entering a third phase inAzthi ii attempts are

_being made-to develop a partnership on a basis of equality.
Both sides contribute their own areas of knowledge and skill
"but parents are encouraged to retain their sense of identity '

'as. parents-and. to,remain true-to their, own natural style of
;relating to their child. The approach'Starts with the needs of

the child in a family context -and tiies to Mobilise the exist-
, ipg resources of'thefamily.: Individual members of the family

-may acquire specific skills and techniques as a means to an end
but the emPhaais lies on the. individual family setting.about.

ti the task in lts'oWn way and in its oWn style. Although the
approach is soieWhAt more relaxed, a more prescriptive model
may be appropriate to meet'particular needs.

3. Parents of handicaPPed adolescents have had very little
help.ln.-thepast an4 may WA have become accustomed to their
isolation from professionals., By the time their child is ready

to lealve school,soMe parents.have come to accept a role as

,
1SermantInt'caretaketb, just is some adOlescentS have largely

".

ti

ri
accepted a role of passivity.-- Parents-of adolescents and young,

adults haVe 'often ree.ched,a modUs vivendi, and a quality of /
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adjustment to theirsittigtion which'needsto be respected"and

which
any 'cage not .easily changed. Many families are

resistant to procedures and programmes whi6h emphasize their
difference from other families, e.g. visits, from professianals,,.
membership of societies, the arrival of special transport at '

their door. ."In our attenipts to tnormaLiset adolescents, we
run .-thd risk of 2denormald.singt the family" (Jeffrde, 1980).

4, The period ofSchool leaving marks a critical point in
the life of the family as well as that of the adolescent. Buts
although there is now a Considerable literature about, parents of
younger handicapped children, .very little is known about fami-
lies of handicapped adolescents and young adults. How far dol
such families have special and distinctive ,needs? To what
extent do the roles of parents of handicapped' adolescents differ
from the role of parents of younger childreno both those who
are handicapped and those who are not? That kind of services
do families needs-to help them to fulfil their roll?

4
Our worki assumtion is that the main role of
aren s au cae ao escen s is un amen
e same as a o aren s o an other a
o erov de a uvi z'and secure ome d o

all
o escen
re are

et o live inleencthtint e commun Y.

5. Ordinary fatilies carry out this role in a variety of
ways; some do so explicitly and overtly, others more implicitly
or by pr8viding models which they hope the young person will

."follow. We have relatively little information on how families
normally, perceive their role or carry out their task of pre-
paring for independent living. -We do know that they call draw
on,the experience of their .friends and family and that the final
outcome is one in whith their son or daughter becomes independent
and leaves the parental home.

6. But this is not generally the outcome if the child is
severely handicapped. ,Such families may expect to shave to
continue to provide a home indefinitely or until circumstances
make it impossible for them to continue to do so. -Clearly each
family will differ in its expectations of the handicapped
adolescent and in particular of the extent to which he or she
can live indppendently-ifi the community. These expectations

. may not necessarily-coincide with tLose of professional_staff
involved. 411

tr.

ti

II., Families' Needs and Attitudes,

7. It is all too dasy, to generalise about lithe needs Of
_families" and to overlook the enormous range of individual
differences. Thee will differ as much as, if not more thanf
the' needs of any .other famIlids. We should also beware of
drawing too sharp a distinction between parents of h4ndicapped
and non-handicapped people. For example, in, studying the
families of cerebral palsied children, Hawett'(1970) concluded
that "families meet the day -to' --day problems:that handicap

4
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creates with patterns of behaviour that in many respects
deviate little from the worms derived from studying the fami-
lies of normal children. They bave_raore-similarities with
ordinary 'families than differences from them" (p. 194). Host
families of handicapped people have also had several other
normal childrenCthe mentally handicapped child is often the
last born in the 'family .(46 per cent in both I'Ioncrieff, 1966

and Cheseldine and Jeffrep, 1980). Thus many parents will
have considerable experience not onlk of childrearing, but
alsd of helping their older children to .achieve independence.

*

8. To stress the.essential normalityof the families is not
to deny the range and'severity of the problems they face;
rather it is to counter the assumptions and stereotypes which
have` so Often. been used by professionals and researchers about
tWeeunderlying social pathologies to be found in the families.
Kew .(1 §75) called them "handicapped families". The danger lies
in the consequent lack of appropriate action by professionals
in respon'se to families' needs. For example, parents seeking
help at an'early stage report being labelled "overanxious" and
denied credit for close observation of 'their child (e.g.

Schaefer, 1979). Families seeking residential care for their
handicapped Demi:5er may be investigated for '!guilt" and
"rejection";. thobe not seeking relief may be labelled "over-

protective". The behaviour of the families may be interpreted
as abnormal whatever they do (7ilkih, 1979). -It is interesting
to note in this context the explanation,suggLsted by Fox, 1974
for his questionnaire finding of increased levels of "hysteria"
in parents of handicapped children: "A facility for brashness,
over-dramatisation, and a refusal to be intimidated by authori-
ty or status, have'become necessary for obtaining the best
from our services."

9. The brothers and sisters of handicapped people have alsq
been portrayed as a group very much at risk emotionally, and
institutionalisation was (and may still be) recommended "for
the sake of the' normal children". HcHiChael-(1971) and Kew
(1975) suggested that up to a quarter of siblings had moderate
to severe problems in adjusting to the-situation of handicap.
However, these and similap studies were conducted on families
who were already' receiving help from professional agencies.
The feint researchers who have talked to the siblings themselves
reflect a picture of generally goodadjustment by siblings;' who
mention positive aspects as well as drawbacks (e.g. Grossman,
1972; Grailiker et al., 1962). Extra burdens tend to be
reported particularly for older sisters, who may be expected
to share the increased daily tasks of-caring for the handicapped
child (Farber, 1959; Fowle, 1968; Gath, 1974; Uilkin, 1979).

10. The :lain tradition of British research op the families
of handicapped people has been to look pragmatically at daily
living problems.`` Most 'studies have considered the families of
school age children .or younger - a notable exception-being
Bayley (1973) who interviewed the families of severely handl-
chpped adUlts living at home. Interview studies in general
have ,had two major drawbacks: th' laakof comparative
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information on families of non:handicapped adelesaaris end the
lack of objective data, for example, through over-dependence
on information from parents. 'However, a number ol' observations
relevant to the families of handicapped young people may be made.

.
,

11. Older studies painted a graphic-picture of the financial
and housing needs of families. Tizard and Grad (1961) found
that ,40 per cent of their London sample whose "severely sub-
normal child" (aged up to 45 years.) lived at home were over-
'crowded by litcal standards. Both low income le/el and over-
crowding were somewhat relie:ved in the comparablesample whose
children had been institutionalised. A follow-up of the same
families-whose handicapped member lived at home found improved
housing standards, but greater financial hardship, through more
parents being retired or infirm (Moncrieff, 1966). In.a more
recent study in an .urban area, Wilkin (1979) noted that 10 per
cent of families he interviewed still had no inside. toilet: So
the basic housing needs of families caring for a severely handi-
capped person can still not be said.to have been met completely
in Britain. Of families interviewed by Lonsdale (1978), 71 per
cent felt their financial circumstances were adequate, but added
that unless they had the weekly Attendance Alldwance and grants
from the Joseph Rowntree Trust many more would be struggling.
Poor housing and financial hardship have a consequent bad effect'
on health, which 'in turn will be aggravated by the care of a
handicapped ohild (Carnegie United Kingdom Trust, 1964). As the
handicapped person grows older, parents' health is likely to
become poorer.

12: Problems of definition affect much of what is said and
written about parents' attitudes, feltneedsp.and reports of
their child's behaviour. For example, what types of "behaviour
problems" make the dUference between a family, being -able to
keep their handicapped member at home, and ,having to seek an
alternative? One study of teachers reported that the most fre-
queht type of behaVlour problem was "ma-compliance", but .that
the most difficult to manage was stereotypic behaviour (WehMan
_and McLaughlin, 1979) . Loth types of behaviour may cause
embarrassment in public, but the latter may restrict a, di- / (

In
capped young person's possibilities for independent act itY
more than the former. -Even in the older studies of fan' ies,
management of,the behaviour of the handicapped person is cited
as the greatest proble (and the one most likely to lead to

., application for inptitutiorlali8ation) (Tizard and Grad, 1961;
Holt, 1958; Bayley, 1973). In our study of mentally handicapped
school leavers, 41 per cent of parents mentio d'behaviour
problems With regard to the young person's le sure time
(Chiseldine and Jeffree, 1980) tayley'(1975) stimated that
18 pe cent_,of severely subnormal adults living at home could
not be left unsupervised for even an hour.

13. SeVeral studies which have followed up handicapped young
-people some years after leaving school strongly suggest that
many of them ate not only without services but largely isolated
from the community resourOes available to other young peiple.
Even those that can attend some form of day care often lead
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-lonely and unstiLAIlating lives, and have very 1 iced opportuni-
ties to make and meet friends or to take part i leisure or
recreational activities. Many do not even have access to any
form of day care or further training or education; consequently
they are forced to spend most of their time at home and are
thrown back on their'own resources (Segal, 1971).

On the other hand, ye should,also note that some of the
school leallers in our survey do not preseht ahy.problems; for
xamplets only 6 per cent were concerned about lack of friends
'and 46 per' cent of the families had np suggestion for ways in
which the services could be improved (Cheseldine and Jeffre,
1980)% In accounting for'these findings., it has to be borne in
mind that'these,'families had -seen many improvement in services
since their child, was first born and were often app eciatiye of
the'e4ent to which wvices had changed for the bet er.. It
'seems Xikely that the newer generation of parents of younger
children meY have higher expectations both of their handicapped
children and of the services; in particular, those who have
'derived benefit from progrqmmes of parent- professional collabora-
tion while their child is it school are likely to press for
further worki contact with the staff of adult services
°littler, 1979

15. Policies of normalisation for the lives of handicapped 11 .

people often originated with parent pressure groups. Yet, wheri
it comes to change .for their own child, parents may. be afraid.
With adolescents, parents fear their child being robbed, raped'
ori.g.etting lost. In one study, 40 per cent of severely mentally
handicapped adolescents who. had left school never went-unescorted
beyond the front gate (Stanfield, 197-A. Parents may identify
a lack of companions and proper recreational fccilities as
problems for handicapped adolescents, and yet tend to keep their
own-children in familiar company and not trust them Out alone.

. Thus they may undermine the acquisition of skills idehtified
as desirable for the young people by professionals. Ferrara ,

(1979) found that, parents of severely handicapped adolescents
were more positive about normalisation policies in general
than parents.of the less severely handicapped. She noted that
the degree of personal risk for these parents may be lessened
because their children will require significant adaptations
from "normal" patterns of living to suit their requirement's.
Boggs (1978) eloquently argues the problems for the severely
handicapped: "Rather than trying to create a !normal' onviron-
ment'for my son, I try to think of how the world must look
from his point of view, and what, kind of environment would not
only minimise his boredom and lory1iness, but enhance his sense
of dominance." (p. 62)

16. Thus, parents of handicapped' adolescents of all levels
of ability may exhibit "negative parental attitudes" in the
face of change. They may ju.st want the best for their child,
based on the limited information they have been given, or found/
out, &bout their childts.abilities and possibilities, "They

'have seen the reality. of what sometime asses :for community
care, and no one may.have explained to theL how things could be
otherwise." (Tyne, 1979).

I 4
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17. School lecving is,therefore.a title when information
provision and sensitive coulipelling are Vital: Families who
find themselves once again caring single- handed for their son
or daughter are under considerable stress. The relatively
structured 'existence imposed by the school day and the school
year is replaced by one-of uncertainty about the future, a
situation which also flakes considerable day-to-day demands on
the family: It is often necessary for. one member of the, famjily,
(usually the mother) to give up a job in order.to look after
the handicapped person at home. The loss of income may be a
further source of tension in the familyas a'whole. Further-
more,- the less able yoUngsters may not fully understand why
the regular routine of school has suddenly been disrupted or why
they are having to"spendLso mubh of their enforced leisure

i

at home. The more Ole young people are even. more'aikely to
resent_lpst opportunities for further education and training;
some be4me bitter and disillusioned; others become unhappy or
emotionally disturbed and may even show clinical signs of a
depressive illness.

18. It is therefore ironic that manylfamilies are being de-
prived of services at the very time wheh they are most in need
of there. They need'opportunities to discuss, their immediate
and long-term needs with people who'not only know their child
but who are also well.informed about local existing provision,
and services that are still being planned. They need to be
helped to plan realistically for the future and to prepare the
young person step by step to make the best use of w tever
servioes are.available. This may mean, for example, preparing'
hire to live away from..home, first for a day, then a weekend
and.then for progr'essivelygOnger periods, Whether or not he
leaves home, they-Will need continuing help to teach him_to
bdbome more independent both inside and outside the family home.
The extent to which the young person,can live in the - community
will largely deipend on the extent-to which parents, or parents
and professionals in partnership, pave succeeded in teaching
sqcJ,al independence and community living skills. This me see
as one of the most important and distinctive roles of parents
and families.

19. The extent to which herole of families can be realised
mwill therefore depend on many factors which interact with one

another in complex ways. The severity of the young person's
impairments and disabilities, the opportunities that have been
made available in earlier childhood to gain access to appro-
priate educational and treatment servioes, the attitudes and
perceptions of the young person himself to these efforts - these
all play an important part in affecting parents' attitudes to
later progrOnmes. Equally critical are the availability of
appropriately staffed day or community services which are com-
mitted to active programmes of preparation for community living,
but which include relevant vocational training and further edu-
cation, as well as help inwusing community recreational and
leisure facilities. Without such services, families are neces-
sarily thrown back on their own resources and are left.

I

4
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unsupported to cope with an adolescent who may be physically
'mabure but. who is in many respects still' dependent on ethers and

in need of skilled programmes dedigned to help him 'to take
further steps towards social independence.

,20. The fO:loWing section summarises a number of recommenda,-

.tions that have been made for the kind,ef service provision'
1 which seems to be necessaryto meet the needs of parents from
the time when their'son or daughter is approaching school leav-;'

'ing age.
4

III. pgf2E11-922921-42111-En2nIE'

21. Thetime of school leaving provides an opportunity to
-take-,Wek4not only of the needs of the child but, also those
Of the family. FA-nil:les should feel that there is time and
opportunity to discuss any aspect'of their family life whibh
-concerns their qhild either now qr in'the future. -Such dis-
cussionsoheed nQt be limited. to the immediate questions arising'
from school leaving and placement into adult services. Both
paKents and professionals are4ncreasing11 expressing the wish
te'move-away froth a crisis-or! entated 'service towards one which
anticipates needs and tries to plan gonstructprely to meet them.

For example, parents shoUld-be.encoUraged to discuss questions
concerned with i4esidential care long before there is a direct
need fgr it.1/4_

,

Information

22, First and:foremost, parents- need information on the range
of provision which isavailablekor planned in theie locality.
In our own interviews, with parents in nreas whore serVices were
well developed, we found many parents badly informed about day
or.residential services for adolescents and adults. Very few
had visited the Adult Training Ceritries whiQh their children
would alm6st certainly be attending in the coming months
(Chdseldine and Jeffree, 1980). Thfy wIre alse poorly informed
about facilities for short-term and longerrerm residential care
£n their, localities. Lack of information *as more common among
parpn;tt who were not members of parents societies or.who did ,

no receive the parent journals in which such issues are regu-
larly. discusSed.

23. A number of authorities have been producing short
nation leaflets on,localservices. These generally contain _

addressed and telephone numbers of key organisations and' indi-

viduals as well as useful information-on where to get advice or
help to meet particular needs. Unfortunately, theserleaflets
are Often aimed at parents of younger children; there is a case
for an information sheet written especially for parents ofyoung
people_approaching scl3ool leaving age. ThilLmight incl ie
information on the following:
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(i) local/provision' for assessment of young people
Approaching school leaving age - e.g. which.pro -
fessionals should be-routinely involved in assess--
ment-and decision-making and which others are.
available for. consultation if the need should arise?

(ii) procedures for:parentsto be involved in the process
ofassessment and decision- making; how and when
they shoUld be consulted; how they can obtain the
information or advice which they feel to be' ,

necessary.and whom to contact if they are dis-
satisfied;

(iii) the range of alternative provision which ks avail-
able locally - e.g. day services, further education
colleges, work experience courses, .sheltered
emplpyment, vocational training. This should
include the names of key individuals in these .

organisations who can advise parents and who
might be able to arrange for preliminary visits
to the agency;

(iv) the range of residential services - both long term :

and short_term - should also be summarised in such
a leaflet,, together with some indication on how
parents can visip such facilities' informally;

(v) in addition to .lifting services for handipapped
6 people, such leaflets should also include informa7

-tion ohall relevant resources available to 'the
rest of the, community and' to young people in parti-

'cular - e.g. careers advice, work training,
further education facilities, evening' classes and
the whole range of leisure, sport and recreational
facilities in the area.

Anticipating needs for;:residNylliiLamILBaatItar122§p

24. Such information leaflets may provide the basis,fo' an
informed disoussion between parent's and profesSionals on the
availability of local .resources. For example,13arents often
express the need not only.to betold about the local services
that are available pr planned but also to have the opportunity
to discuss the advantages of the various alternatives in.rela-
tion to the needs of their son oridaughter and of the Tarolly
hs.a. whole.

25. Discussion about the range'of,alternatived may also pro-
vide opportunities for families to express more general feelings ,

about their attitudes and needs. To this end, it. is obviously
desirable that there are opportunities to relate to a single
individual, preferably someone with experience of working with
families. SUch a person can, provide the "single'pOint of'con -
tact" recommended by thearnock, ComMittee in the United King -

.doM (Department of Education and Scienbe,' 197S). Their role
is-not merely one of providing information and helping to ensure

13
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that services are provided'in a co-ordinated manner. It includes
the more complex skills involved in helping families to express
their anxieties and to disW.ss matters which are of deep concern
to them. Families need time to get tocnow the visiting pro
fessional, to reassure themselveb that he or she will comqagain,
and is a person in whom they, can have:confidence. Only then
will they trust themselves to express their deeper needs,and
feelings. For example, a quick and superficial visit to the
family may well result in a report that the family are unwilling,
to consi4er residential care. But several visits and the develop-

ment of a more open and trusting relationship may help the
parents to speak more freely about their problems in continuing
to provide 24 hour care and may make them less hesitant to

express their wish to think about residential care outside the

home.

Similarly, some parents may refer to arrangements that
have been made for an older brother Sr sister to make o. ho : :e

for the handicapped youngster when the parents are no longer

able to do so. This was mentioned. quite frequently in our own
studies, particUlarly as many of the leavers were the ydungest
of a large family, with many brothers and sisters now married.

(Cheseldine and Jeffree, 1930). In a separate survey, some
30 per cent of the children in, special schools for.the mentally
handicapped cane from families with four or mere older children
(Nittler and Freddy, 1980). But parents may be reluctant to
rely on their other children to take over care, though there is
evidence that older siblings no longer living at home tend to

give considerable help and are willing to take over. Bayley
(1973) found that among mentally handicapped adults living in
the community, 85 per cent of those who could be living with a
sibling (i.e. both parents dead) were doing so, though of.those
in hospital, half had been admitted immediately after the death _

of a parent. But such an arrangement is not necessarily entered

into willingly by the older, brother or sister or their spouse;

it may be made in order.to reassure worried parents that the
handicapped youngster will be taken, care of when the time cotes.
Furthermore, circumstances can change, particularly in a grow-

ing family. For these and other reasons, it is important for
the professional. not simply to record that family arrangements
have been Made but to explore the situation in some depth and
detail with the parents and the younger family, involved.

27. In our interview in the Greater Manchester area, we
found few families of school leavers who were well informed
about the-residential services which were available in their

area. Many still assumed that the long-stay mental handicap
hospital was the only alternative to remaining at home and were

unaware of existing and planned local authority provision for
hostels and group homes. The movement towards the use of or-
dinary housing for 4ndicapped people, although,increasingly
'influential in professional circles, has not made the same

impact on individual families.
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28. It has been our experience that parents expect to con-
tinue to provide a home for their handimpped son or daughter
indefinitelyl'until they are nelbnger able to do so by reason

of age, incapacity 'or death. The notion that young people might

be given opportunities to live away from their families before.

there,is a crisis has as yet made relatively little headway.

This is partly due to the shortage of provision in the community

but is ail so related to the narrow range, of alternative accommo-

dation w ch has until recently' been considered appropriate.

This may change, now that more consideration is being gi en to

the use of ordinary housing and evidence is beginning to be

indicatingndicating that even severely handicapped peo e can'

live in ordinary houses. The amount and nature of the s pport

they7will need will obviously vary from person,to person. In

the field of mental handicap, the scheme developed by the Eastern

Nebraska Comunity Organisation for the-Retarded (ENCOR) for a

wide range of living units'ih the community is beginning to be-

come influential in the United Kingdom and in other European

countries (e.g. Thomast Firth and Kendall, 1978; Miitler, 1979a).

Furthermorel.some advisers are now cautioning against the adop-

tion of over-simplified notions of placement - e,g. that people

with certain levels of disability need one form of care whereas

those with lesser degrees of disabilities need another (Develop-

ment Team, 1980). Instead,.ourrent thinking emphasizes the

possibility of developing small homes for groups who are not
* necessarily homogeneous in terms of severity of handicapl.though

such a policy ts clearly not without prOblems. Nevertheless, it

seems useful td'counter,the prevalen*assumption that some people

ara inevitably "hospital" cases, while,others are "hostel" or

",group home" cases. Such predictions are likely' to be self-

fulfilling, and need to be questioned by professiqnals and

parents alike.

29. The notion that each community sh.guld provide homes in

the locality for all its handicapped citizens is only now begin-

ning to be seriously discussed. Profebsionals have .come to

accept that the number of handicapped people who actually require

specialised long-term residential services in hospitals or oth62----

institutions is very small; furthermore, studies of such insti-

tutions have shown that their resources are. often so limited

that such specialist needs are' rarely adequately met (e.g.

Oswin, 1978; Development Team for the Hentally Handicapped,

1980). In the united Kingdom at least, well over four-fifths

of severely mentally handicapped children and about a half of

the adults are living in ordinary houses with their families;

such houses may require 4 range of adaptations to meet the needs

of people with severe physical handicaps but many countries are

now developing legislative and financial provision for this

purpose.

30. Providing ordinary or adapted. housing in the local com-

munity means that people can live in small units with as much

staffing and support as their individual Weds require, Some

will require only a-very occasional visit from 'a social worker,

. ,
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healtli visitor or voluntary worker; other,houses may contain
three to five more dependent people who will need to have staff
living in. the house with them; in other cases, professional
staff liVe in a nearby house but' are available when needed. The
emibasis in such schemes is on providing a,wide range-of resi-
dential accommodation to meet the wide range of need of indi-
viduals.

31. FrOm.the parentst point of view, such arrangements provide
ideal opportunities to help their sons and daughters to learn to
live more independently., At the same they .can prepare
themselves to accept that although they Will eventually need
to live away from home, such .a home, need not be a distant hospi-
tal or institution but a house not very far away from their ow.

32. Quite apart from questions concerned with long-term resi-
dential care, families also need opportunities to discuss ques-
tions concerned with short-term carein their area. Although
hospitals have traditionally made the major contribution to
short-tern care in Britain, particularly during the summer holi-
days or in emergencies, local authorities and voluntary, organisa-
tions have also begun to make provision-,7(See National Develop-
nent Group, 1977 for a summary'of suggestions on how short-tern
care might be,organised at local level). Here again', families -----

may be wiaware of theSe developments and still assume that
short-term care is available in hospital or not at all.

33. liany families will need some short-term relief from the
strain of coping. Play.schemes during school holidays, and
occasional care at the weekends are seen as the most Strongly
felt needs of parents of younger children (e.g. BarnadoIs, 1979).
I,alkin (1979) makes the point that it may be important to ask
what a family would "like", because he found that mothers were
not inclined to identify "need" if they were. actually coping.
In his study of severely handicapped children at home, 68 per
cent of families felt the need of minding in,the school holidays
(48 per cent said it was "Very important"), 4F3 per cent felt the
need for some daycare at Weekends, 40 per cent for help with
"baby sitting" in the evenings and 51 per cent needed help with
transport (p. 192). However, Lonsdale (1978) reported that 45
per cent of the rarents she interviewed considered short-term
hostel care unnecessary and would never place a child of theirs
in one. They relied in emergency on the familyeirele and would

,,snot "put the child away", though this attitude may be related
to the age of the child, Lonsdalels sample being onlx up to.<1.).
years of age. Some parents seem to fear the loss of a companlon,
if the young person is mom independent. It is often reportOd
that young handicapped people lack friends and contacts outside
tho family; this isolation nay have affected the whole family

-.as well as the handicapped member (Holt, 1958; Boruchow and
Espenshade, 1976).
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Financial a2.2

34. Many countries are now introducing a range of financial.
grants and allowances both to families and to the handicapped

person. The who4.e. qubstion of disability allowances is eenera ly

extremely complex and difficult to understand and pai'ents,wil

almost always need to have access to-sources of expert advice.

Some cities in tile United Kingdom have therefore appointed a
welfare officer specifically for disabled persons and their

families. This. person is independent of the authoi-ities and

seeks to ensure'that all families obtain the full range of bene-

fits. to which they are entitled. Even-where such an appointment

is not made, clearly written information leaflets are obviously 4

needed? together with suggestions on how further information can

be obtained at local level.. Here again, these questiods need
full discussion between parents and professionals.

35: Information and opportunities for. full and informal
cussion 'between parents and professionals constitute essential
foundations for ,any locally based service. But recent thinking
also emphasizes that much can be achieved by the dev9lopment of

a more active working partnership between parehts anaprofession-
als in helping the young person to learn to live more independent-

- ly in the community. The following section examines the nature

of such a partnership in greater detail and outlines some of the

obstacles to its achievement.

IV. Partnershi Between Parents and Professionals

36. Partnership with parents ismow seen as the hallmark of

a good service -for handicapped children. Starting at the time

when the handicap is first, identified, continuing through pre-

school and into the period of formal schooling, partnership
%between parents and professionals is seen as making a major
contribution to meeting the needs of children, parents and pro-

fessionals alike. The available evidence suggests that handi-

capped children will respond more favourably to teaching and
developmental programmes if parents and professionals are work-

ing together than if either is working in isolation (Cunningham,

1975). This is true not only of handicapped children but applies

also to those who, are "socially disadvantaged". The nature of
'the partnership will vary from family to Yamily and will depend

on the needs of the 'child but.a number of elements can besdis-

tinguished:

(i) Involvement of parents in'the Comprehensive assess-

ment of the child's abilities and disabilities, strengths and

needs. Clearly, the parents' knowledge of what their child can

and cannot do is invaluable to the teacher. This is partidu-

larly true of the more severely handicapped children for whom

parents and teachers will share similar goalS L e.g. in teaching

self-care and ebcial independence skills.

"
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(ii) Arising, direCtly from joint assessment, teachers
and parents can benefit greatly by collaborating in` drawing
up long-term and short-tur goals and in discussinc
how they are going to work together to help the young person
to reach those goals. -

, .

37. The kind of collaboration which we cpnvisage between
parents and professionals ideally calls fo a home visiting or
domiciliary-service. This is not intended to replace visits
to the school or'agency by parents but rat er to complement It.

A home visiting service is even more essen ial where the handi-
capped person is not regularly attending y form of day ser-
vice; in such cases the main responsibilit for helping parent'i
to provide teaching and other forms of trai ing fallg on the.
home visitor.

38. , Examples of such a home visiting ser
pre-school children can be found in the Po
developed initially in rural areas in the U
successfully replicated in the Caribbean an
(Shearer and Shearer, 1972; Revill and Blun
The model here is one in which a home visit
about once a week in order to work with the
shofflterm goals and to introduce specific s
which the parent can use to try,to teach the
such goals before the next visit. Although
would require considerable modificatidh,for
their families, the model of a home visiting
agreed goals. are taught could,well be found
and professionals. It might, .for example, b
tic instructors based on Adult Training Cent
by staff themselves in a national survey.(Whe

. 1977).

ice for parents of
tage programme
ited States but now
in parts of Europe
em, 1978, 1980).
visits families
arent to select
ructured methods
child to reach
he teaching targets
dolescents and
service in which
seful by parents
used by peripate-
es, as suggested
an and Speake,

39. Even where theyoung person is not in
with professionals, parents can be given the
develop active teaching methods which are des
young person learn new skills and to become m
Our colleagges Edward Whelan and Barbara Spea
a teaching manual .specifically-for parents of
capped adolescents (Whelan and Speake, 1979).
with a "Scale for Assessing Coping Skills", pa
to complete a simple check list of the young p
in the areas of self-help (personal, domestic;
interpersonal (e.g, conversation, friendship, s
and behaviour). 'Detailed suggestions are then
which parents can design and carry out a teachi
help the young person achieve.specific skills.
proach can also form the basis of structured wor
groups of parents and professionals meet regular y in order to
define short-term goals and agree on methods of reaching them.

egular contact'
eans to try to
fined to help the
re independent.
have written
entally hgndi-
Beginning
ents are helped
rsens,abilities
community) and
xual knowledge
ade foxkways in
g progOmmeto
uch an, ap-
shops in which

r.
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40. But although professionals' and.parents4,of handicapped
children have worked in closer partnership during the past ten

years there are'few reports of similar parental involvement in

services for handicapped- adolescents end young. adults: Are there

distinctive problems about developing such a working relationship

between parents of adolescents andadults and the staff who work

with them?

41. Parents frequently complain that they are not,involved.in

the procebs of decision making about their son or daughtor..
For example, when there are case conferences to discuss future
placement after leaving school, parents may be lest to wait out-

side while the discussion is proceeding among professionals and

are only invited in to comment on a decision that has already

been formulated. This is less likely to happen if parents and

teachers have worked together during the achool years in develop-

ing joint assessments of the childts abilities and in collaborat-

ing on programmes of teaching. But parents of the oldest child-

ren in a school may not be as familiar with such an approach

since this has often only been developed, in, recent years and

with parents of younger children, They may therefore need more
encouragement to involve themselves in discussion and decision

making about the future.
.

42.` Because parents andfprofessionals may not have the same

goals, it is important.to provide opportunities fQr a free dis-

cussion to identify expectations,of the level of independence
that may be achieved, since these may differ widely in both

groups. Justas several profesOonals working with the same

adolescent may,have different expectations of the final outcome,

So different members of the same family may vary considerably

in their estimate of the extent '0? which the young person can

learn the skills to live successfully in the community. It may

therefore be helpful to explore these questions through dis-.

cussion. It is clearly dangerous tO-press ahead with carefully

.structured training programmes totetch social independence
when one or both parents may have Misgivings aboutwhether such

a,prograpw is justified, They may also be anxious'about'the

risks involved in undertaking it. Questions concerned with sex-

uality represent-the most obvious examples where full discussion

7.bout goals and philosophies is important. Similarly, parents

and professionals,may have different perceptions about the extent

to which a particular youngster is "ready" to start a course bf

social independence training - e.g. in learning to .use public ,

transport, go to a supermarket or a disdo unaccompanied, to go

on holiday with a group of.friends, etc.

43. Even Where parents and professionals are apparently

agreed on the overall programmes for social independence train-

ing, difficult issues arise when it comes to discusaing thg

nature, and degree of parental participation in such programmes.

Although there is now a strong body of evidence which testifies

to the effectiveness of intensive, parental involvement where

teaching programmes with ybunger children are concerned, is it

right to extrapolate these to parents of adolescents and young,

1 1)
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adults?. Even if direct parental involvement in social indepen-
dence programmes is likely to be beneficial to the adolescent,
howriappropriate is such detailed involvement from a "normalise-
tiona,point'of view? Is it appropriate thatPparents should know
exactly what their son or daughter is doing in the course of

their day to day socialeduca:tion or training programmes? Even
very much-younger children like to maintain separate identities
between home ,and school and tend to fend off well meaning en- s,
quiries from parents about what they have been doing in school.
It could be argued that even where such enquiries are not appar-
ently resented and even where parents and professionals are
working well together to achieve goals that ere in the long-term
interest of the adolescent, such a doze involvement on the part
of parents may in fact reinforce rather than diminish dependency.

44. These issues about goals and philosophies are not wid ?ly

discussed in the literature, nor, we suspect, do they receive as
mucl-. consideration as they should at the level of t* individual
family when professionals are beginrling to drawup training pro-
grammes for handicapped young people. Professionals may them-
selves.need help in facing these4ssues; for example, group dis-
cussion, possibly accompanied by role play may help staff to
face'some of the delicate and complex issues involved.- Clearly,

no two families have the same needs but certain general strate-
gies can be discussed within a group. For example, some parental
involvement programmes_may begin with a fairly intensive and
detailed level, of training by parents but in the Context of a
clearly worked out plan toreduce the amount of parental in-
volvement.on a step-by-step basis. This can be done more easily
with some programmes than others - e.g. in teaching a young per-
son to travel to a day centre by public transport, the programme
would probably consist of gradually "distancing" the parent
from the young person. Similarly, the-amount and.intensity of
'supervision in teaching a young person to wash their hair can,alsc
be slowly but systematically withdrawn.

45. Now that parents are beingg(asked to enter into detailed,
and often day-to-day working partnerships with professional.
staff in teaching their son or daughter, to acquire spepific
skills, it is particularly important to provide opportunities
for them to express their feelings about any difficulties they
may be experiencing in working i a teaching role. Some parents
quite understandably find suQhw rk both demanding and stressN
but may find it hard to admit to is, or fear of being thought
unco-operative or not "good parents". Tey need to be encourage
to be quite open about these matters; parents should not feel
forced to undertake den ding programmes of day-to-day work-and
should be able t*exprees:their feelingi about these matters,
preferably to sdmeone who is seen as helpful and in Whom they

can feel confidence.

c-
A.

$
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rent rofessional collaboration

46. Although collaboration between parents and professionals

has made considerable gains during the past 'ten years or so, it

is as well to- recognise the serious obstacles which stand in

the,way of further progress in this direction. \1e will briefly

list some of these, distinguishing between\those primarily
relevant to professionhls or 'to parents. we also refer.to some
recommendations which.have been made to try to increase colla-

bbration. These are based on an invited paper prepared by one

of us'for a UNESCO meeting on special education (I4ittler, 1.979b).

Professionals

(i) Lack of discussion and preparation for parental parti-

cipatkon in their basic training. or

(ii) Resistance and. anxiety at the prospect of parental

involvement in schools and-programmes. Problems incoming to

terms with parents as partners.

(iii) A tendency to display their expertise land to adopt

a didactic and sometimes authoritarian approach to parents

(iv) Difficulty in sharing their own,limitation in knew-

.ledE9 and skill" with parents.

-(v) Tendency to make' excessive dmands on parents - e.g.

in the form of teaching sessions, record'keeping attending

meetings,
.

(vi)-Failure to take account of the varityof needs and

.
the range of variation from One family to another. .\

Parents

i) Difficulty in coping with the demands now being made

0 them by professionals; they maybe too bu,sy, too exhausted

or too pre-occupied with day-to-day problems presented by the

\handicapped person or by problems concerned with poverty, poor

.housing, unemployment or chronic ill health.

(ii) Problems
,capped person with t
marriage partner, s'

'n reconciling demands made by the handi-
e needs of other members of the,family--
lings, grandparents.

(iii) .7endency to attribute too much expertise to pro-

fessionals.- e.g. resulting in the assumptio that staff will

accept full responsibility for training a your: erson in,

saysocial and domest4c skills.

Is (iv) Unde'r-estimation of the abilities and potgitia of

their child to respond to independence training, ptl,sStbly ue

to a history of earlier failure.

r.
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(v) Where Parents 'do su6C'eed in cdllabqr*ting with.
professionals in achieving goa d 1-cgS,,the handicappe person,

they may tend to undermine.npro -Ional expe'tise" by dis- .

playing Competence in the use of qques enterminclogy
.
traditionally reg&rded as, the exclu J,vb,preserve, of professioeals.

oestionsforoilationA. ...
,

o

1 All pr ogrammes of initial traXninefoiiiechers
and, other professional personnel,s4puld relnew'the
extent to which questions concerned -e
"involvement are' incorporated into' the. airriculuth.

. ,
.,

.., ,.

, 2. 'Special, courses concerned with thisubject.should
.be mounted at the in-service and pgst,gcperience level.

These should review.existing,information on this Sub-

ject and provide opportunities for discussion-and
experiment with a range of approaches parental
involvement in local services.

.

3. Persons with advisory or -admir4.-strativ,e respensibili-

.ties for special .education Should rev4W-the quantity
and quality of parettal involvement programmr in their

own areas and, in doing so, cons.lt, withd local parents

and parent associations.

4. A selective bibliography on parent. involvement
including reports of successful prokkamme'S,should be

prepared in, each country and made available.to all

hpadteachers, advisers andprogramme directors.,

5. Progrimmes of ,research, and development- on parental

invOlvement should be encouraged'in each country.

6. Appropriate parent organisations at national levels
should be invited to submit their views on parental
involvement in scho61,and other se vice, programmes

and to. put forward suggestions fopnew developments in
this area.

V. Needs and Rights of .HiAol.esceves .

47. . Up to this point we have considered-fthe needs, of- parents

and examined aspects of, parent -- professional collaboration. In

the folIoWing section we will outline the rights and-.needs Of

the handicapped adolescents themseIVes. re cahhot assume that

handicapped adolescents necessarily,have the same rights as ./,

theirc'peer.e,- nor'-that their interests and needs necessarily

coincide with those' of their fnrillies

48. There have beed a number of official statements in recent
,

years concerning the right's of disabled persons. BeoauSe these

are-Asually couched in general and somewhat Idealistic terns,

it seems important to consider concrete and highly specific

CON

4

O
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questions which'will identify the extent to which any given
right_ls actually reflectedin the availability of local ser-
vices. For example, the U.M. Declaration of Rights of the.

Mentally Handicapped (1971) has been "translated" ,into a large
number of specific questions by the International League of

Societies for the Mentally Handicapped (Step by Step, 1978) so
that groups of parents at local.level can identify the extent
to which general statements of rights are reflected in service
provision in their own locality.- Similarly, the English parents

, society (MencaP) have produced a series of "minimum standards"
documents (STAMINA) for schools, Adult Training Centres and
residential extablistments and is preparing others in the area
of employment, and leisure services. Ve,also wieh to refer to
the "Charter for the 80ts" which is being-promulgated by
Rehabilitation International in connection with the 1981 Inter-
national Year for Disabled Persons.

49. For the purpose -f the-present discussion, we-will sum-
marise the Declaration of Rights of Disabled PerLdns promulgated
by the United Nations in 1975.

United Nations Declaration of Ri hts of Disabled PersOns (1975)

(i) The same civ 1 and olitical ri hts as other

50. In many coUntries special legislation has been implemente0
To protect the rights of the mentally' handicapped. For example,
in the United States litigation brought on the behalf of

.
mentally disabled individuals has sparked what is often referred
to as a revolutionary "patients,' rights movement". Judicial
decisions affirming these efforts have been incorporated into
state laws and have led to federal legislation such'as the .

Rehabilitation Act, and the DevelopuentallyDisabled Bill of
Rights* and Assistance Act; The e- federal statutes and their,
regulations define important ne rights for mentally disabled

. persons andcreate major new ch llenges for legal advocates.

51, For the parents there is the question of whether they
are permitted to know what records are kept on their eon or
daughter and whether they have acceap to them: 1.Then the young

person comes of age, does'he/she havk this same access, and
indeed, should parents still have the same rights at this point?

52. However, some restrictions-remain. In the United Kingdom,
mentally handicapped persons may.-be refusedthe right to vote
in an election, although properly registered, if the returning
officer thinks they seem unable to do -so properly. For thfse'
who are permanently living in hospital there may be problems
in becomiA._; registered to vote, although this is now being
challenged in many cases.

.

ti
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(iiHelp to become as, self - reliant as possible
53. It-seems quite logical that the transition from adoles-
.cence to adulthood should be a time for the young Person to

become nore independent.- socially, emotionally and financially.
It is a time when parents of most young people are encouraging
behaviours which gradually fade out the support of the family'

home so that the adolescent becomes a viable member of the

co

54. How far does this happen for the more severely handicapped?
Is there not a tendency to extend 6nd_prolong the effects of

the disability by,keeping the young person in a "cotton wool"
environment? We should not be,too quick to criticize parents ,

v.. for.b@ing "overprotective", 4Qut.should also examine the ways in

which professionals are guiltyof,thia, e.g. b5 providing spe-
cial transport to special schools and day centres so that the

young person never has the opportunity to learn to use public
transport, or to mix with non-handicapped peers.

. .

55. We Must also consider jus-C;hose "rights" are involved in
. .

such issues. It has'been suggested, (Ferrara, 1979) that paren-
tal aims and aspirations may be inconsistent with those of pro-
fessionals. mat if the school or training centre wish to en-

.
courage independence, e.g. through'the use of public transport,
but the parents disagree?

56. 1.tgenerally seems, in lngland at least, that where par-
ents do not agree with prOgrammes suggested by the school, that
their{' wishes are respected.' But the possibility of the adoles-
cent having a differing opinion from that of his parents,
teachers or employers is seldom raised, as it is assumed that
the severely ,mentally handicapped will merely acquiesce, or

accept any decisions taken.
* $

(iii) Proper m edical care and treatment
.

,,-

57. Improved training of medical and. para-medical staff is
gradually ensuring the provision of specialised treatment and
techniques for the mentally handicapped. 4n England and Wales
a young person aged 16 yeart or over is normally deemed compe-
tent to consent to surgical/medical treatment. However, in
many circumstances the severely mentally handicapped are deemed .

"not'competerit", even if aged over 16 years. Their wishes may
be overidden by reference to guardianship if thought appropriate
(Mental Health Act, 1959). When officially an adult at 18 years,
the young person way be deemeejust as "incapable", and at this
point the parents cantstrictly speaking, only make these deci-
sions if they are made guardians. However, in practice, these
problems are seldom brought t'o lig t. A social worker or the
patientst nearest relative can appl to be a guardian, on the
grounds that the "patient" is under 1 and subncruall or w-,y age

and severely subnormal(as defined in the,Act). However, t'-e
social worker cannot apply if the parents Object, and wou' in-

.

stead apply to thy County Court to "replace" the rej:,t;.ve ']-:)-
cause of unreasonable objection?. , .
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58. Handicapped adolescents should also have the same
of access to specialist services such as speech therapy and
sensory aids as their non-handicapped peer and should notbe
excluded on the grounds that they are "too handicaPPed° to

beriefit from such treatment.

(iv) EducnaMulrairlaLIPSL21-1211.9a...110....4aL12121,

59. While basic primary and secondary educatioh is now nor-

mally available to all harldf.capped children, leaving school may
Npresent a-time of uncertainty, with no guargiltee of a place in

a training centre, and limited opportunities for. ,tertiary educa-

tion.. Yet many of these young people may show an intellectual
spurt at around 15-16 years (Swann and Mittler, 1976) and it
therefore seems illogical to stop education -at this point. Not

only is 'greater provision needed, but the adolescents and their

parents nqpd to be aware of the-fatilities available (UNESCO,'

1979).
.

60. It is essential for the young person to have a balanced

assessment prior to leaving school, with a full case conference
involving the parents and the adolescent in the decision' making.

In an alar high percentage of instances there is no case

conference at all-(Fleming, 1978).

(v) A decent.level of livi includi the 'right,

retain employment

61. (In the current age of strong trade unions; it may seem.
remarkable that so ma* receive such small payment for a 'fair

day's. work. While it might be necessary to review the system of

benefits and allowances that are in operation, and which affect
the amount that can be earned, it is also essential to realise
that a reasonable income is vital if one is to be independent'-/
not only for essential purchases,- but also for 4iin.e enjoyment of

recreational amenities in the community. This Altses a diffi
cUlt topic as to whether-the young person can regard hi's earnings

as his own, or whether they are handed over intact to his parents.
Apart from the ethical issue, there is the problem of lost oppor-

tunities to learn to handle money. Cheseldine and Jeffree (1980)

found that 76 per cent of a group.of, 214 mentallyllandicapped
'adolescents were unable to proffer a reasonably appropriate
amount of money for small purchases.- The proportion remains as

high as a half even for adults attending Adult Training Centres

in England and Wales (Whelan and Speake, 19710.-

62. There is a tendency tktalk of "placing" mentally handi-
capped teenagers in jobs, rather than them "getting 'A job.

Seldom do these young people'have the chance to find out about
various types of employment, and to make a choice: although
there is evidence demonWating their ability to do so (II.Wer)*'

1975). In some cases We mentally-handicapped may bt- "lour 1"

jobs in a family concern although they could be quite,.cepa .9
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of finding their own. Uhiie this guarantees emplOyment, it
nevertheless may restrict contacts and opporlounitid4or Integra-
tion)in the community. Where work is open, or even sheltered
employment is .obtained, prospective employers and fellow workers
may need some preparation and guidance. Support forthe young
person may take the form of advocacy, such as that in the United
States, and that sponsored by the NSHHQ Pathway Scheme in the
United Kingdom; where fellow workers are, recruited to act as
foster workers for the mentally handicapped worker, and "show
him the rbpes" in'a new job (Cooper, 1978).

(vi) A normal liv .envir nment. within c. famil where
ossi e Inc u tar ic a ion in a socia
prea.lve or recrea ona ac iv les

63. . For they y perso suddenly removed from a stimulating
school environmen and left t fiome, this may prove a particular.:
ly frustrating experience., e mentally handicapped adolescent
has as .ouch right'to make,Pie most of his spare time as any
other young person. 4

1

64. e obvious solution to this pAblem is to ensure that
recrwtda:ion and leisure skills are aught and included' in the.

schocurr'culum. Leisure is-'an esseAtial part of rehabilita-
tive progra ling, and an i ii.e .a.,modium for integration, and yet
itais often neglebted. ile a great de of time-and effort
has been spent on tuining work skill thi has not ben 'done
for recreation, possibly because'of,ot e wid-Ccontintium along

.....--- -

which such skills would fall.

* Research carried ,out at HARC (
.1980) .has shown that .while the Young p
yarious activities exist (such as footb
they actually participated in very\few.

ffree and Cheseldine,
ogle may be,aware that
11,,cycling, etc.)
The moat requently .4

reported actiyities were solitary, passive ones's h, as watching
televisiorieand playing records. There, ere a,number of reasons
for this.. 'The teenagers often lack the social, skills necessary

. to do more, e.g. ability' to get out and about the .local communi-
ty, use of money. ldom have any friends living nearby
ta-,share these pasalTUth, mainly,pue to' the large catchmerit
areas of special schools.' They may not have had any experience
in any other sort ok activ ties.° There 'is an obvious role far.
the pprents here in extend±ng the activities and,soc al contacts
available to the young person. But in addition to a rents 4-

1 see no
"prOblem" as such with regard to leisure activities. k:
bet* olddr and,less act3,ve themselves, they may we

,

66.N- Special youth clubs (111.g. Gatevay Clubs in the United
Kingdom).are available in many, areas, but,thesp do not suit all
needs. -/ y teenagers have Irdropped out". because they,ao not

T......-
want to m % with their handicapped peers out of school as well
as in.

or%

to

/.
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67. These clubs pose another question, viz. to what extent
Sho arents'be encouraged to take part in these leisure
activit s? Would it be "normal" for parents to come along to
the clubt.as they, often do? Do-they inhibit the young people?
'Schalock and Harper (1979) indeed suggest that parents are a
reason for adolescents not doing more in their leiSure time. :

In an attempt to fade out their support, thiS might be a suit-
able stage to introduce volunteer non-handicapped young adult
to accompany the disabled_adolescent on various excursions and

activities.

(vii) Protection fr m e loitation discrimination, abuse
or egra in rea men

68. Inevitably, protection from exploitation has. meant the
_Introduction of legislation, e.g. so that tilt mentally handicapped
might not'be drawn unwittingly Into binding contracts. However,
this also imposes restrictions, it the the disabled persons are
prevented from buying goods by hire purchase even though they
may be earning a good wage -;a right that is not denied their
non-handicapped peers.

69. Restrictions are also imposed on the severely mentally
handicapped with regard to house ownership, even if the property ,

is inherited, and also with the owing of large sums of money.
In both cases trustees would have to be appointed to administer
estates and this nay present a sizeable problem to parents who
wish to:orevide for their son or daughter,after their death.
Efforts are being made to oirercome this problem by various or-
gani8ations (e.g. Hencap in the United Kingdom) who are willing
to. administer properties as groups of homes for the'mentally
handicapped, but accepting provisos made by parents such,as
limitations on the number of occupants,

70. To ensure that adolescents and parents receive the maxi-

mum benefit from services and are aware o± their rights,
there will be a need for skilled counselling. Counselling for
the adolescehts themselves, as distinct from counselling for
their parents, is also important, at this stage. iTot only are

t ey. having to come to terms frith the physical and emotional

ch es occurring in adoldscence and trying to acquire status
among adults-and their peers,but.they are also having to come
to terms with their handicap and the restrictions this will
impose on them, and having to ]earn to make_choices when faced
with an increasingly diverse range of options, e.g for letrure

or work. It would seem essential that the adolescent should be

able to have his own counsellor with whom he cah talk things
cverl Indeed in-tho United States; moves have been made cowards
introducing grotp counselling for-mentally handicapped teenagers
(Hulmes et al., 1969; ZisfeiA ,and Rosen, 1973; 1974). .
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71. This support would 10;e most useful in helping the mentally

handicapped young person to become more assertive, in standing

up to being .treated as a "second-class citizen". Parents are

not to be excluded at this point, however, as they have a vital

role to play in introducing the young person to new.experiences,

to provide opportunities for making choices and for being non-

acquiescent.

72. Zisfein'and Rosen (1973-1974) introduced a programme

aimed at improving levels of self-regard, reducing acqiiiescent

or submissive behaviour, and' patterns of helplessness, and en-

couraging the learning of self-initiated problem-solving

behaviour and appropriate heterosexual responses. For many young

people the development of socially appropriate
behaviours may be

largely neglected, and as such tend to be. seen under the overall

heading "sexual behaviour". However, the most basic skills need

to be dealt with first, such as physical proximity, acceptable

touching behaviours andother aspects of ipcial communication.

Parents again can, play an important role in this aspect of

development, but both they and the young people may need specific

counselling at this stage.'

73. Techniques of role-play, modelling and the use of video-

recording, such as those used at the Vocational Rehabilitation

and Research Institute in Calgary, Canada, are being used to teach

socially appropriate behaviours, to enable the ,mentally handi-

Capped to stand up .for themselves'in situations whiel may other-

wise produce results to their disadvantage (Ryba and Brown, 1979).

741. We have not attempted to provide-anything like d compre-

hensive list of the services which"-fie needed bywhandicapped

ad2lescents or their families; these will vary from country to

country and from comniuhity to community, depending on local

circumstances and the kind of resources that can be mobilised.

But in'considering the kind of services that might be provided,

it nevertheless seems useful to base these on statements of the

rights of handicapped persons, whether promulgated at inter-

national or national levels -even though these will need to be

modified in the light of local circumstances and individual

The-fu ddamental philosophy underlying meSt of these

principles is concerned with the rights of the handicapped per-

son to have access to all the resources and facilities of the

community and to-live in as normal an environment as possible.

Thisin turn calls for full participation and integration into

the life of local communities and the avoidance of separate

and segregated facilities. At the same time, we must recognise

that some handicapped people need active, systematic and sruc-

tared help to ena "Ole them to live and work in the community.

erely placing them in the community in the name of integration

is not enough.
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VI. Conclusions

a.

75. Wehave argued that.the role of parents of handicapped
adolescents is not fundamentally different from that of any
other family namely - to provide a loving and secure home and to
prepare them to live as independently as possible in the communi=
ty. But parents face many difficulties in carrying out this
role and are seldom given adequate.support or practical help at
what is often a difficult time. The needs of each family will
obviously differ greatly depending on the ;roblems presented by
the adolescent and the parentst perception of how far the ulti-
mate goal of independent living in the community is a realistic _/_'
.one.

e These and many Other issues need discussion at some depth
e een parents and professional staff who11147 hbre different

perc ptions of the present abilities of the adolescent and the
exten to which he or she can become more competent and indepen-
dent. l!e have argued for the development of a close working
partnership between. parents and professionals, similar in some
respects to that being developed with parents of younger children,
but differing to the extent that the young person is or will
soon be legally adult, with the'rights and responsibilities that
go with adult status. If the goal of training and rehabilitation
is the maximum degree of independence, equal partnership between
parents and professionals will be needed to define gC.1.1s and
how they can be reached. For example, it is often necessary to
develop detailed step-by-step programmes to help the young per-
son to become more socially mobile, by using public transport
and going to places of entertainment.4 This may arouse a consider-
able degree of anxioty`if.the parents feel that the youngpersod
is not yet ready,for this kind of training and that harm: may be
done by pressing too, hard and too early. On the other hand, it
may also happen that professionals are criticised by parents for
setting too low a standard and for not developing a regimeof
demand and expectatfon.

77., Partnership' be een parents and profeSAionals can take
many forms, but cer in elements canftbe clearly distinguished at
the time of.schofi leaving. Parents should be fully involved
in the process/of assessment of strengths and needs and should
be seen as full members of the multi-disciplinary team, partici-
epating in detail in contributing their unique knowledge of their
childts abilities and needs and in making decisions on how these
can most appropriately be met locally. To this end, parent-,
will need to have full .information on local facilfties,already
.available or planned.- Following this, parents p.nd professionals
cat: try to work together to plan and implement a progranme.which
airs to help the young person to learn new skills, and to be-
cone core indep)ndent, and to use an increasing range of corn-

. munity resou,ves and facilities. But parents also need,to be
able to express any doubts they may have about tao ability rif the
young person to learn to live more independently and to dilass
any anxieties they may have about the future, particular13, here
questions of alternative systems of rez.,idellt:tal care ,7,--1 ',., -oerned

4

1
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78. But the most important contribution has to come from
the handicapped adolescents themselves. Although parents and
professionals may work well together and be agi'eed about short-
tern and long-term goals and methods of achieving them, it ds
essential to involve the young people themselves to the greatest
possible extent by encouraging them to expresstheir own views
and by giving them as much information as possible on which to
make informed choice. Parent6 and professionals may, singly or
in combination, assume that they,"know what is.best" or that
the young people are not in a-position to express their own '

Views. But even severely handitapped adolescents have shown
themselves capable of expresSing choice and an informed opinion
and made it quite clear that they have,a right to be consulted.
Some mentally handicapped people havt organised their own con:-
ferences or attended professional conferences in order to talk
about their experience of the services being provided and their
wishes for more opportunities to contribute to decisions which
will affect their everyday lives.

79. People living in residential care have begun to insist on
a greater degree of participation and are increasingly object-
ing-to the lack of consultattod in the running of both day and
residential services. When their opinions are sought, it often
becomes apparent that they do not by any means agree with t'le
goals which either professionals or parents themselves have set
for their future.

80. Where the aims of parents and profeSsionals do coincide
. with those oZ,the young people, the resulting programme is like-

.

ly to be all the more successful and satisfying:

4

41,
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